MIXED METALS

BRONZE MEETS CHROME MEETS STAINLESS

steel: Don’t fear the mix-and-match. The latest look for hardware disregards prior faux pas and combines materials that, in the past, would never have crossed paths. Specify diverse metals on your own, or rely on brands like Nest to do the matching for you. —KATY OLSON

1. Emtek’s Freestone Handle in Flat Black with Stretto 1.5x5 Rosette in Satin Brass
2. Nest Organic-01 Handle in Blackened and Polished Brass
3. Emtek Round Knob in Unlacquered Brass on Square Rosette in Flat Black
4. Emtek Octagon Knob in Satin Brass with Modern Rectangular Rosette in Polished Nickel
5. ArmacMartin’s Mix Satin Brass Knob on Matte Black Backplate
6. Nest’s Step-01 Handle in Antique Brass
7. Schaub & Co.’s Foncé T-bar Cabinet Hardware in Polished Chrome and Flat Black
8. Emtek Egg Knob in Unlacquered Brass on Square Rosette in Satin Nickel
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